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The Office Client Policy Service synchronizes some of your
customized Microsoft 365 settings to Microsoft servers, but
not all customized settings. The Office Client Policy Service

stores your customized settings in your account profile, and if
you sign in with an account for an Office application, that

account's settings override any customized settings made in
the Office application. To customize your settings in the

Control Panel, sign out of your Office 365 business account or
OneDrive for Business, and sign in to Office again with your
business account. For one example, the translation for this

word is already localized and not necessary to translate. Open
the template and it is not so obvious how to save the file

without need to do manual translation or save the template in
a different location for translation afterward. The other
example is that the Insert Picture is in English, not in

Indonesian.Does anyone has any solution for this issue? --> Is
there any suggestion for me?PS: Thanks for the link.. Thank
you for your information. I am from Indonesia. We have only

Use English version.. I do not know I have the German
interface on my computer..Can you please help me? how can

i convert english version to german format? Thank you in
advance. Thank you so much!I have no idea what to do to my

MS Office 2016. I tried the steps you've given, but I'm not
allowed to open it. it prompts me to put in a new update. I
was able to open the office 2013 one. Please help!! Does

anyone know what to do? I really need to be able to make a
document on my computer, but I'm no longer able to.I need a
translator to translate some short texts. (like 12 pages) from
english to spanish. can you help? can you provide me some
services for this. will you pay for this? if so, how much are
they?. Thanks. good morning can you help me? is there

someone that you can recommend to help me?. Thank you!
--> Hello! --> English to Spanish I need --> Hello! --> English
to Spanish I need --> can you help me? is there someone that

you can recommend to help me? --> Someone to translate
from English to Spanish, in Spanish! Hello! --> Dear John --> I

have a table of data I need translated from English into
Italian. Any ideas? --> I need help with [log ind for at se URL]
--> do u work for google, or MS? --> Hello! --> Can you help
me please? --> Ønsker du virkelig at blive en kunde?? -->

Hallo? --> Could you please tell me what to do with my
Microsoft Office 2016 for Microsoft Windows to make it as it
was before? --> Hello! --> can you help me? if so, how much

are they? --> You have the English version of Office 2016, but
the Greek version is missing.
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Office 365 includes
Microsoft Translator, which
is a cloud-based language

translation service that
recognizes natural speech
and translations from over
70 languages in real time,
and provides the ability to
translate text. When you
use Translator in Office
365, we collect data to
improve Translator, to
troubleshoot issues, to

identify a variety of issues
related to language

translation and
localization, and to provide

a more personalized
experience in Windows.

For more information, see
the Microsoft Translator
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product details. Certain
versions of Microsoft Office
Mobile apps use persistent
identifiers that are unique

to your device. These
identifiers are used by
Microsoft to recognize

which Office Mobile apps
are running on a particular
device. If you uninstall an
Office Mobile app, those
persistent identifiers are
not deleted. This allows
Microsoft to track the

numbers of Office Mobile
users on a device and

target the Office Mobile
app to that device for

updates or a time-based
offer. Optional service data

can include information
related to the operation of
the connected experience,
which enables some of the
features you have licensed
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to use. For example, if you
have a Japanese language

pack installed you can
select one of three

Japanese translations while
typing, and the result is

written to the word-
processing file and

displayed to you. Your
selection is not sent to us,
but we may record it and
determine whether and

what message(s) you have
received. Optional service

data can also include
information necessary to
improve or maintain the

experience of a connected
experience or to provide

you better
recommendations. For

example, if you use Word
to create a document and
then choose to translate it
using Translate in Word,
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we may record your
language selection and,
based on an analysis of
the content of your file,

make a translation
recommendation. Optional
service data also includes
information related to the
mobile device on which
you are accessing your
Office document, or the
mobile device on which

you originally opened the
document, for example, a
mobile phone number, a

device ID, or the language
of the original

communication, such as
English. If you choose to
access Office on mobile

devices, an analysis of the
device can help enhance

and improve the
experience. 5ec8ef588b
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